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ABSTRACT
A new hybrid multilevel-linear quadratic regulator (ML-LQR)
approach was developed and applied to the attitude control of
models cf .i,e rotational dynamics of a prototype flexible
spacecraft and of a typical space platform. Three axis rigid body-
flexible suspension models were developed for both the spacecraft
and the space platform utilizing augmented body methods. Models of
the spacecraft with hybrid ML-LQR attitude control and with LQR
attitude control were simulated and their responses with the two
different types of control were compared.
ii
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SECTION I
	
1 .'l	 I NTRODGCT ION
This rHport s submitted in compliance with the ^coi. % it
W )rk under contract NAS8- 3 3979. Tb,. period of
pert{)rmance covered by the contract is from August 15,
1980 to Oetob.tr 15, 19H l . The subm i ss ir)n and approval of
tnLs report constita te
 thy succes:,tul complottlon of t!ie
"Fxhibit A" portion of the contract.
This :"i)ort is a gequel to two otherri pr«:vioo..sly
submitted under .a d i t tore.>nt contract number. The two
prior reports,
	 (1-1) and (1-2) were submitted
in October 1978 and Se!ptinnber, 1979 and covered the
prrio(Is iron July 27, 1977 to July 17, 1978 and !r<):!i
Augil g t 2(7, 1978 to Au,)+int 26, 1979, rer3pective17, it;
compliance with "Exhibit A" of contract NAS8 - 31.bt)0.
	
1	 )H.I E cT I % i s
,rn o .: sec+:ions that follow summarize the eftort expended on
zhe Mod alar Des it3n Attitude Control System :study
contract. The primary objective ()t the study was to
rlevelor a new approach to applying attitude control to
mathem4,tical models of the rotational dynamics of a
represo^ntative flexible spacecraft and of a
repres.,ntative space platform incorporating both the
flexii,le spacecraft and a deployable truss. Since these
rotational dynamics models were comprised of equations
containing second order derivatives, it was necessary to
develop a new control approach thAt could treat such a
ela:,s of models effectively. A secondary objective was
1
IL
the development of more efficient methods for generating
the three axis discrete mass models of the rotational
dynamics of the flexible spacecraft ind space platform.
These objectives led to the development and application
of a new hybrid control approach combining the techniques
of multilevel (ML) control and an extension of linear
quadratic regulator (LQR) control and the application of
augmented body techniques in the modeling of the
rotational dynamics of the spacecraft and space
platform.
1.2	 SCOPE
Study effort was concentrated in five main areas.
a. Development of a new hybrid ML-LQR approach to
applying optimal control to the mathematical models
of the rotational dynamics of prototype flexible
spacecraft and space platforms.
b. Improvement in the efJA ciency of developing three
axis discrete mass models of the rotational dynamics
of flexible spacecraft and platforms by utilizing
augmented body techniques.
C. Development of three axis discrete mass models of the
rotational dynamics of a prototype flexible
.pacecraft and of a prototype space platform
incorporating the flexible spacecraft.
2
d. Application of the hybrid ML -LQR approach to the
attitude control of models of the rotati. , aal dynamics
of a prototype flexible spacecraft and the :space
platform.
e. Digital computer simulation of the rotational
dynamics models of the prototype flexible spacecraft
with hybrid ML-LQR attitude control and with LQR
control for comparison of responses to
disturbances.
1.3	 GENERAL
This report is comprised of eight sections. Section 2
describes the application of a new hybrid ML-T, )R approach
to effecting attitude control of a single axis three body
model of the rotational dynamics of a typical flexible
spacecraft. Section 3 presents the development of a
three axis five body linearized state variable model of
the rotational dynamics of the flexible spacecraft
treated in Section 2., utilizing augmented body
(barycentric) techniques. Section 4 describes the
extension of the hybrid ML-LQR approach to the attitude
control of the three axis five body model and coap ayes
the responses of the model with this type of control with
those obtained from the same model with LQR control
alone. Section 5 reviews some specific aspects of the
application of hybrid ML-LQR control to the three axis
five body model. Section 6 treats the development of a
three axis ten body model of the rotational dynamics of a
typical space platform consisting of two spacecraft
interconnected by a deployable truss described in Ivey
(1-3). Se^tion 7 presents the extension of the bybrid
3
G
ML-LQR approach to the attitude control of the three axis
ten body model of the space platform. Section 9 lists a
number of conclusions and recommendations. Three
appendices appear at the end of the report. References
are cited liberally and are listed at the end of each
S.7 :ti(, n .
The original RFQ requested that the International System
of units (designated as SI) be used in the program and in
any reporting. Torques, moments, angulat' momentum,
moments of inertia and distances, however, are stated in
English units since this was the system of units used in
presenting all of the vehicle data in the RFQ and the
truss data in Ivey (1-3).
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SECTION 2
2.0	 APPLICATION OF HYBRID MULTILEVEL — LQR ATTITUDE CONTROL TO
A SINGLE AXIS TORSIONAL MODEL
In Porcelli. (2-1)* an example of the application of
multiple control in the design of an attitude control
system for a simple flexible space vehicle comprised of
three rigid bodies that could rotate about a common axis
was presented. In Chichester (2-2) an approach to
applying multilevel techniques to this control problem
was described. This latter approach was based upon
techniques developed in Wismer (2-3) and Chichester
(2-4). In a later memorandum by Kaczynski (2-5) it was
shown that single axis attitude control of the discrete
mass model of Configuration 1 of the Space Construction
Base could be reduced to the control of the three mass
single axis L nrsional model treated in Porcelli's paper
and linear quadratic regulator (LQR) techniques were
applied to eitect this control.
In the work reported here, an approach to applying
multilevel control techniques to Porcelli's model is
presented that is both more broadly applicable and more
efficient than the one proposed earlier in Chichester
(2-2). A combination of Gauss-SeidRl multilevel control
techniques and an extension of LQR techniques is applied
to this model which contains second order time
derivatives. The paper upon which this section is based,
*Numbers enclosed in parentheses refer to references
listed at the end of this section.
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Chichester (2-6), is believed to be the first publication
of the application of this hybrid approach to the control
of a flexible vehicle.
The overall approach followed here in applying the
combination of mulailevel and LQR control mwy be outlined
as follows;
a. Hxprwss mathematical model of vehicle dynamics in
(linear) state variable form.
b. Decompose model into a set of temporarily decoupled
state equators by defining a suitable set of state
coordination equations.
c. Construct correspondingly decomposed performance
ind ax.
d. Form decomposed Hamiltonian.
e. Derive constate e g,.Ations with associated costate
coordination equations from necessary conditions for
minimization of Hamiltonian.
f. Derive control equations from additional necessary
conditions for minimization of Hamiltonian.
7
g. Combine state, costate and control equations
pertraininy to the ith rigid body in the model into
the ith two point boundary value (TPBV) subproblem.
h. Combine the state coordination and the costate
coordination equations into an overall Koardination
subproblem.
i. Assemble the subproblems of the last two steps into a
two level hierarchy with the coordination subproblem
in the upper level.
j. Reduce the solution of each TPBV subproblem in the
lower level of the hierarchy to the solution of the
Riccati equation and an auxiliary equation.
2.1	 STATE VARIABLE VE111CLE MODEL
In Figure 2-1, let:
	
Tr	T1
	 T2 ]T
_	 (	 )U	 ul,	 , u 3 , J1, u 5 , ,J2	 2-
T	 T	 T T
X	 (x	 , x	 , x	 )	 (2--2)
-1	 -2	 -3
• T	 T
x l	(Oo , 0 ) = (x l x2 )	 (2-3)
X2= (O 1 , 6 1 ) T= (x 3 , x 4 ) T	(2-4)
x3
	(02 ,02 ) T= (x 5 , x 6 ) T	(2-5)
8
TO 7^ eoj-^	 T1,A^	 T2^02 4e^b 1
al I ^	 ^ a2
'1	 __ J KZ
Jo	 	 J2
FIGURE 2-1: TORSIONAL MODEL OF VEHICLE
z 4
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Then the normalized tor(lue equations for this single axis
torsional model may be written in state variable firm ds
follows:
x l 	0	 1	 xl	 0	 0	 x3
-Kl	 1	 +	 K 1	 ;1
x2	 Jo	 ,Jo	 x2	 J^^	 Jo	 x4
0	 0	 ^1
C r
+	 0	 l	 u2
xI : A11X1 + Al2x2 + B
11 u 1	 (2- 6)
x 3	 0	 1	 x3
-(K 1 + K2 )	
--( x l + a2)
x 4	 1	 1	 x4
0	 0 xl 0	 0 x5
+ K11
^ 1	 J1 x2
+ K2	
x2
J1 6
0	 0	 u3
+	 or	 (2- 7)
0	 1	 u4
10
(2-9)
N
s l	x2
R2 = x
_l
State Coordination
Equations
2.2
x • A. x. + A x + '^ 
	
+ B u.
-•2	 12-2	 21-1 ' 231 3 	 21—Z
x5 0	 1 x5
_K 2	
M
01
2
+
x 6 .t	 ,	 J ) x6
O	 ^)	 x3	 0	 0	 u5
^	
x4	 0	 1	 u6
2	 2
•
X3 . A33X3 + A ^ :12 + A33a3
DECOMPOSED STATE EQUATIONS
The above state equations may be decoupled temporarily by
defining the following vector coordination variables.
or
2 : V )
s2	 3
s 2	 x2
11
WItli these •
 coordination reldtionshlps, the :th state
"kluation assumes the tollowlnq decomposed form:
x l a A 11 X 1 + B11u1 } a1Ct?i
(2-1U)
t
where: a 	
A l2s 1	 C2-11)
A2111 + A23s2	 (2-1-1)
2.3 	 UE COMPO STD PERFORMANCE INDEX
The correspond my decomposed peirfurmdncRy index to
minimize position and rate errors as well as control
eftort may be written in tale tollowlnq Corm:
t
f
p ;iL
	 p
	 (2-14)
0
There
P, :: (Xa
	 Xd,) TQ i (Xi - xd i) + uTp:.u.i	 (2-15)
12
E
i
w l U w5 U
U W1 U wb
W 9	 U
U	
w10	 tl- !b)
W j	 Cl	 w 7	 U
R	 R.	 +
1	 U	 W4	 U	 w8
w11 U
^ j s	
u	
w
11
ids . a	 desired angular position and rate for all
three bodies
2.4	 DECOMPOSED HAMILTONIAN
The specitic Corm of the Hamiltonian utilized depends
upon the type of second level control that is to be
employed, Feasible, nonteasible and Gauss -SLedel* second
level control tormulations and their respective
advantages and disadvantages are discussed on pp. 12-16
*tlismer's name for this approach.
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-A
of W1smer (2-3). Gmuss-seldel second level control was
chosen because it does not require that Mach subsystem
have at least as many cont rols as c •!i,%t ra t nt s •%nd it foes
riot require- the use of 3radient techniques. From Wlsmrr,
lil y . 37-38, the decomposed Gauss-Seidel Hamiltonian may be
written in the following Corm:
3
tf	 £	 ti	 i. - 113)
	
1^1	 1
'r	 •r
If	 - (x	 - x	 ) U (x - x	 ) + u R u1	 - 1	 —ail	 1 - 1	 --.i 1	 - 1 1 - 1
( 2 -151)
	
t	 1'	 u
	
4 - , t A	 x	 + t3	 u	 + A	 s ) + 1 (x »- s )
^i	 i i-i	 I i--).	 11-1	 -1 -1	 -1
T
H	 (x	 - x	 ) u (x	 - x	 ) + u tt u
Z	
-2	 --d	 2 --4	 -- d2	 -2 2-2
	
T	 4	 u
+ x (A x + 13 a + A s + A S)
-2 22'2	 22-2	 23-2	 21-2
	
T	 x	 r	 u
+ p 2 (x 2 - s 1 ) + v 2 (x 2 - s 3 )	 (2-20)
i
{
14
b	 - d
-1	 -1
b	 It -p)
	
-V
-2	 -2 -2 (2-25)
_ -0
^- 3	 -- 3
( 2-26)
T	 •r(x	 - x	 ) V (x	 - x	 ) + u K u
3	 -3	 --%i3
	 3 -3
	
-k	 -3 3-3
(1-21)
	'I' 	 u	 'r	 e
+a (A x	 + B u	 • A a}• v (x	 - a t
	
-3	 33-3	 3f-3	 31-3
	
-3 -3	 -2
:. 5	 I-OSTATE EQUA-r1Uns
The costate #-quatloans may be written as iullows:
•	 1	 i 1-22 )
1, 2,3
— 1 	 3x
-L
_ -A r A - 20 (x - x	 ) + b (t)	 ( 2-23)
— 1	 1 1 — 1	 1 --	 -d 1	 — 1
L
where:
	
it )	 U
(2-24)
0	 null vector of appropriate dimension.
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2.6	 CONTROL EQUATIONS
The control equations are written in the following form:
1 if
i
= 2R u +
.lu
--i
1 -1
u = —	 R
—i	 2 i
T
B a	 Q	 (2-27)
BT 
	
i=1,2,3	 (2-28)
i i—i
2.7	 TPBV FORMULATION OF FIRST LEVEL StiBPROBLEMS
Substitution of the control equations into the decomposed
state equations yields the following:
•	 1	 -1 T
x	 A x -- B R B X + a (t);
ii—i	 2 ii i ii—i	 —i
(2-29)
x i (t o ) = x io
	
(i	 1,2,3)
—	 —
First level subproblem i is formed by associating
equation (2-23) with equation (2-29). The vector-matrix
form of this subproblem is expressed as follows:
•	 1 -1
x	 A	 -- R	 x	 a (t)
2 i	 —i	 —i
_	 +
•	 T
a	 -2Q,	 -A„	 a	 b,(t)
i = 1,2,3
	 (2-3Q)
16
where: Rif
	 BiiPil Bii
b i
 = bi * 2QiXid
x iT (t 0 ) = xioT
=(Oi-1(t0)' 6i- 1(t0)]T
a i ( t f )	 0 = 10r O]T
Equation (2-30) and its associated boundary conditions
constitute a set of three vector two-point boundary value
(TPBV) subproblems. They may be solved by an extension
of the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) techniques that
appears in Appendix A.
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2.8	 GAUSS-SEIDEL SECOND LEVEL COORDINATION SUBPROBLEM
The second level necessary conditions may be written as
tollows:
3H .
From	 301 - U:
-1
s
-1
 = x (2-31)
all 1 :	 U: ^
=	
xi 1 =	 1 1 2,3 (2-32)3v
si
+1
-1
all T
--- 0:
a s
v
-1
A	 a
21--2 (2-33) 
-1
V2 A32 a 3 (2-34) 
P 2 = A7.2^1 (2-35)
L3 = A23^2 (2-36)
These equations are assembled into the coordination
subproblem appearing at the apex of the subproblem
hierarchy depicted in Figure 2-2.
18
L
C00R0!i'lAT103'l
1 2	 2^
1
v	 =AT E =
2.1-2	 2
T
^Q12 1
SUBPROBLEM
a2 ^ ^1
9 =AT X
x2
_ AT A
^7	 1)"4
S1	X1
21
	 ^1
1
S^
_2
Xu
S	 22
y2 	 ^2
SUBPROBLEM
2
SUBPR OBLEM
3
Su	 X
-3	
-3
/-03	 \3
FIGURE 2-2, SUBPROBLEM HIERARCHY 14 ITH GAIJSS-SEIDEL
SECOND LEVEL COORDINATION FOR SINGLE AXIS
MODEL
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SECTION 3
3.0	 DEVELOPMENT OF A THREE AXIS GAUSS-SEIDEL MULTILEVEL
ROTATIONAL DYNAMIC MODEL OF A FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT
INTRODUCTION
In the work presented in this section Gauss-Seidel
multilevel modeling was applied to a three axis five body
representative of the Space Construction Base (SCB). The
general approach included augmented body techniques
presented in Cornell (3-1), (3-2), and Lipski (3-3),
(3-4) followed by multilevel modeling techniques
described in the previous section and Wismer (3-5). The
procedure utilized was as follows.
1) Approximate the flexible vehicle with rigid bodies
interconnected by a spring-hinge suspension.
2) List any symmetry conditions that may apply to the
elements of the model.
3) Determine the vector locating the center of mass of
each rigid body with r, ,)ect to its barycenter.
4) Determine the vectors locating each a('jacent hinge
with respect to the barycenter of each rigid body.
5) Derive augmented moment of inertia matrices
equivalent to the effective moment of inertia of
every rigid body in the model with respect to each
barycenter.
21
6) Write the effective torque balance about each
barycenter with rigid body angular rates, w . , as
—L
vector state variables.
7) Express the e-,uations resulting from 6) in vector-
matrix form.
S) Invert the coefficient matrix of w in the model of 7)
to obtain the state variable rigid body angular rate
model.
9) Express time rate of change of relative Euler angles
in terms of rigid body angular rates to obtain the
state variable Euler angle model.
10) Aggregate the state variable Euler angle model with
the state variable rigid body angular rate model to
obtain the state variable rotational dynamics
model.
11) Decompose the state variable rotational dynamics
model.
3.1	 RIGID BODY-SUSPENSION APPROXIMATION OF FLEXIBLE VEHICLE
The typical flexible space vehicle depicted in Figure
3-1, Configuration 1 of the Space Construction Base, was
approximated by an assembly of five rigid bodies
interconnected by a spring hinge suspension as shown in
Figure 3-2. The symmetry relationships for this model
are as follows.
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my • m4 = 1n 3 . m,	 I4	 :l • 1 2	 (3-1)
la 3 " - a 2
	
L5  ' r.33 = .rA4 i - 1.1 2 ; - --3t)
J.2	 LOCATION OF CENTER OF MASH WITH RESPECT To BARYCENTER OF
EACH RIGID BODY
Under tnese symmetry cond itions the total mass of the
model. Ls g Lven by
5
M = L F 1 m L = m^+ 4ml
	(3-2)
ii	 + in1	 x
d	 0	 d = -	 r = -d
-1 -
	 -2	 M	 -22	 -3
(3-3)
mI + 3m2
14 	
-	
M	 r22	 -`j5
3.3	 LOCATION OF ADJACENT HINGES WITH RESPECT TO BARYCENTER OF
EACH BODY
dl2	 d  + r12	 r 12 = -d13
2m I+ 5m2
a24	 d 2 + r24 -	 M	 r22 - -d35
(3-4)
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L
3m2
d22= d 2 + r22 = 79- E22 - -d33
m
d44 = 14 + r44 . R- r22 = "d55
3.4	 GENERATIUN OF AUGMENTED INER'T'IA SUBMATRIC'ES
The ettecttve moment of inertia matrix with respect to
the Oarycenter of each r L q id body may be expressed am
tol bows :
I 1 
= I1- 4m2D12p12
1 2 = I 2 - m 2 D 2 D2 - (in 1 + 2m 2 )D 22 D 22 - m2D24D24 = I3
(3-5)
I 4	 I 4 - m2 L4 D4 - (m1 + 3m2)D22D22 = I5
where: for a = (ax , ay, az)T and b = (bx , by, bz,)T
a x b = Ab
--	 -	 --	 U	 _;% 	 a
x	 y
and	 A	 a	 U	 -a
z	 x
	 (3-6)
	
-a	 a	 U
y	 x
r
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3 . i	 R IGID HODY ANGULAR RATF. FOUAT IONS
Equat tons in terms of the rigid body rates of anquidr
rotati on,
 ^+ i , ma y be obtained by equating the rate of
change of angular momentum of each rigid body comprising
the model to the sum of torques .acting on that body at
its barycenter, Under the assumption of sinall angular
displacements thki linearize(] equation for the cent r4l
rigid body in the model may be expressed is fellows.
I l l + ` X12 U 21 (., 2 + 'A 3 ) + D44 (='4 + a5)
(3-7)
^1 + t12 + t13 + U i l l '^ v 12 (t2 j. 4: _ t 3 	 fS)
where:
t i
	vector gum eat e!xtl!rnal torques on itti rigid body.
tH^ _= vector sum of torques from hinge 7 on ith rigid body.
f i . vector sum of external forces on it:i rigid bony.
A corresponding equation was written for each of the
other rigid bodies in the model. The entire group of
rigid body angular rate equations may be expressed in
ve-:;:or state variable form as follows:
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•	 x
.^	 C(t + t ) + (;Bt	 (S - !f )
Wher +: i
•• T # T	 •T T	 H	 H T	 H T
	 H T
.+ 	 vd+ y1 660 1 ,j 5 )	 t	 ^(tl)	 ,(t )	 10601(t^)
It
.^ no angular rate cat	 t	 total hinge torque on
-L	 -1
	
i th r Lg is Uody	 i tti r L g id body
T	 T	 T T
	 H	 H	 If
L	 (t^I tz,...r 
t 5 )	 tl * t12 + t13
T	 T	 T T	 If
	
If
	
H
t = (t , t^,..., 
t5 )	 t3	
tjj+ t35
H	 H
t = total external	 t = t
-- L	 —4	 —44
torque on i.th
r Lg ld body
t 1 H	 torque on aody i
	 t5 ^ t55tro,n hinge 7
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I
 12 13 14 1 
r ^; G
21 22 23 24 25
A C G
31 32 3 3 34 35
41 42 4 3 44 45
G.
51 52 5 3 54 55
( 3-9)
where:
T
1 1	 Al2	 A 13 A 14 A15
'r
A l2	 12	 A23 A24 A25
*
  
I 3 34 35
_.	 ^.	 ...
*
14 A 4
TA 15	 ...	 ...^. TA45
*
15
( 3 -10)
; i 1 and Ai 7 : 3 x 3 submatrices within symmetric
matricies.
The submatrices, A i] , are derived from the ori(3inal rigid
body angular rate equations utilizing the symmetry
properties derived for the hinge location vectors
relative to the baryci!nter of each rigid body.
A. T i i = 1,2,3,4,5
T T
Al2
_ 
MD12n22
_ 
A13
_
 A21' A31
_ TT
A14s 
MD12544" A15 A41 : A51
T
A23" M522622 = A32 = A23
A24' 24644 ; A j= A42; A53
A25 ^ M22"44' A34 : A43 = A52
T
A45 - 44p44 ' A54 A45
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3.b	 SUSPENSION EQUATIONS
he suspension equations express the torque 4cti.ng upon
each rigid body due to the vector sum of the forces
acting on the hinge joints adjacent to the body. They
May be expressed in vector matrix Corm as follows.
tH LCsw + LKsa
	 (3-12)
where:
m
tH=-(t + t	 ) T , (t .. t	 ) T , (t -t	 )T, t
	
tT	
r
-si2 -sl3	 -s12 -s24	 -613 -635	 --s24 -s35
W = (wirw2r...rL!!5)T
	 i)J	 (^Jx'")]y'wiz)T 	 (n1122	 1%)
A
`21 224	 22 = 235	 a - .212	 .24' 213	 25 = 21
al	 Ov 01, ^1)T	 a13= (Q^ L3 , AOlj r A yL3)T
tH= Lts
	
(3-13)
H	 H T H T	 H T T	 T	 T	 T T TL
C(r1) r (t2 ) r...r(t^)	 is - (ts12' sy3' X24'=35)
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I -L 0 0
-I 0 -I 0
L	 0 L 0 -Z
0 0 L 0
0 0 0 I
0 0 0	 10	 0
where:	 0= 0 0 0	 and 10	 I	 0
0 0 0	 0	 0	 L
is = Ksa + Ce
(3-14)
(3-15)
0	 0	
-K s12 0	
a	 0	 0	
-K s13a
Ks	
-K s24 0	 	 0	 0
0	
-K s35 0	 	 0
(3-16)
	
`s12 -Cs12 0	 0	 0
	
Cs13 0	 -C s13 0	
Cs	 0	 Cs 24 0	-Cs24 0
0	 0	 Cs35 0	 -Ls35
6	 3.7	 EULER ANGLE RATE EQUATIONS
The Euler angle rate equations express the first time derivatives of
the Euler angles of body 1 and the relative Euler angles between
adjacent bodies of the vehicl model in terms of angular rates of
rotation of the rigid bodies canprising the vehicle. For small angular
displacements the linearized Euler angle equations are written in the
following form.
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x
= Kw (3-17)
0 -I 0 I U
0 0 -I 0 I
where:	 K=	 -I I 0 U 0	 (3-18)
-I 0 I 0 0
I 0 0 0 U
3.8	 STATE VARIABLE ROTATIONAL DYNAMICS MODEL
The linearized rigid body angular rate equations and the linearized
Euler angle rate equations may be combined into a state variable
rotational dynamic model of the following form.
A
w - GI .^W F	 + Gu
r
z
	 (3-19)
x=Fw
where u = t = ( 1ul , uz,..., u5) = actuator torque vector and the
remaining vector variables were defined earlier in this paper. If
these vectors and matrices are expanded in terms of their scalar
components and elements, respectivel y, they may be ;:earranged in such a
way that scalars associated witY, a specific axis of the model are
grouped into the same subvector. Each coefficient matrix appearing in
the resulting state variable model possesses a high concentration of
non-zero elements on or near its principal diagonal and few non-zero
elements distant from this diagonal. This lightly coupled state
variable model may be writ-ten in the following form.
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•	 3
x
T.
k 
(A x+ B u
-j =1 jk-k jk-k j - 1,2,3	 k - 1,2,3	 (3-20)
where:
xk = (wk, 
ak )T
A	 A	 A
GjkLkC s	 GjkLkKSk
	
Gjk
Jk	
_ 
Kjk
	 CO1
	 3k	 101-
to] = 5X5 zero matrix
,vl	
(wlx' w 2x ,..., ''' 5x ) T w2= (w ly , w2y,..., w5y)T
1113 (wlz' w2z"' *' w5z)T
e id k^" (k = 1,2,3) have scalar expansions of the
same form ask
Al= (A0 2,4 , X0 3,5 , 60 1,2 , A01,3' ^l)T
a = (A0	
, A03,5' AO I,2' ^0	 , 0	 T2	 ?.,4	 ,5	 l 	 1,3	 1)
a 3= (AV 2,4, Ay'3,5, Ai 1,2' 6 1,3' V1)T
ts1= (tsl2x' tsl3x' ts24x' ts35x T)
ts 2
 and _!i^L3 have scalar expansions of the same form as that of _1^2 1 with
the subscripts y and z in the place of x, respectively.
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i
Lk is a 5 x 4 matrix of the sane form as the 5 x 4 partitioned matrix,
L,, w1th "1" in the place of each
3 x 3 submatri.x, "I". Ksl is a 4 x 5 matrix of the sane form as the 4
x 5 partitioned matrix, K s , with kl`x in the place of each 3 x 3
submatrix, Ks121 and similar substitutions tsar the remaining
sutmatrices. Csl is a 4 x 5 matrix similarly developed tram the 4 x 5
	
partitioned matrix, C.
	 The matrices K, 2
 and Csl are similarly
expanded with the subscript, y, in the ;:face gat x as are the matrices
Ks3 and Cs3 with the subscript, z, in the place of x.
Kjk = 0 for k # j. For k = j, it is a 5 x 5 matrix of the same form as
the 5 x 5 partitioned matrix, K, with "1" in the place of each 3 x 3
su4natrix, "I".
G11	 G12	 G13	 g11. . ' ' 'g1,15
	
G = G21 G22 G2 3	 `' _	 = A 1
L.	
"
G31	 x'32	 x'33	 `315,1' ' ' .g15,15
Glk 
.
[ilk' 24k 9-7k' 3-10k' -Q13k,
" T _
G2k
	 [12k'  9-5k' %k' 9•11k' 114k
T
G: `k = [ 9-3k'  .26k' 39k' 112k' 115k
T	
=
X31 ( g	'jl g	 'j4 g	 'j'1 g 31U ' g	 )jl3
112 23 gj5' gj8' gill' g314)
Ij3 = (g
 3r 9J6' 9j9' gjl2' gjl5)
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3.9	 MULTILEVEL STATE VARIABLE MODEL
The subscripts appearing in the state variable rotattonal
dynamics model, equation (3-20) correspond to the axes of
the model. The matrix coetticients, A jk and B]k,
represent i.nteraxial coupling when k ¢ j. This model may
be recast into multilevel form by decomposing it into a
series of submodels. Decomposition temporarily supresses
the Lnteraxial coupling in the overall model producing
three single axis submodels and a coordination
submodel. It is effected by writing the following
coordination equations which constitute the coordination
subproblem.
3	 k	 k
a	 E (A d+ B s)
-j k # J J k--7	 J k--7
d^	 xk	 Si = ux
j = 1,2,3	 (3-21)
k#j = 1,2,3	 (3•-22)
Equation set (3-22) is in the form of Gauss-Seidel
coordination as presented in Wismer (3-5).
Substitution of equation sets (3-21) and (3-22) into the
state variable rotational dynamics modal of equation
(3-20) yields three submodels of the following form.
xj = Ajj xj + Bjj uj + aj(t)	 j = 1,2,3	 (3-23)
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pr
The four submodels developed in this section may be
assembled into the two level hierarchy shown in
Figure 3-3.
When the relatively light coupling between the axes of
the above model was neglected, it could be written in the
following form.
xi= A,jxj + Bajuj	 j = 1 1 2,3	 (3-24)
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S%CTION 4
	
4.0	 COMPARISON BETWEEN HYBRID MULTILEVEL-LQR AND LQR CONTROL
APPROACHES APPLIED 'rO THREE AXIS FIVE BODY MODEL
	
4.1
	
COMPARISON OF SIMULATION RESPONSES
When the scalar equations comprising the original
linearized state variable model were rearranged so that
all equations pertaining to the same axis were grouped
into the same submodel, the resulting overall model
contained three submode ls with light coupling between
them. LQR control was applied to a model obtained by
ignoring the coupling between the submodels associated
with each of the three axes. Hyhrid ML-LQR control was
applied to a vehicle model that retained the interaxial
coupling. Roth controlled vehicle models were simulated
on a digital computer. Their responses to an initial
small angular displacement of one unit about the x axis
and .1 unit about both the y axis and the z axis were
plotted.
R(-^%saonses of the decoupled model with LQR control appear
in Figures 4-1 and 4-2. Angular displacement of the
central body and angular displacement of the outer body
of the solar panel relative to the body representing the
inner portion of the solar panel are plotted on common
axes in both figures. From the plots, it appears that
the oscillations of the solar panels are reflected in the
transient responses of the central body.
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Responses of the coupled model with hybrid ML-LOR control
appear in Figures 4-3 through 4-5. In thi4 series of
plots the relative displacement of the Outer body of the
:solar panel is separated from the plot r)f the angular
displacement of the central body to facilitate direct
comparison between the responses for LQR control and
hybrid ML-LQR control. from these plots it is evident
that the two control approaches ; p roduce very nearly the
same responses to the same initial displacements.
The LQR t:ontrol approach has been compared with that rat
hybrid ML-LQR control on the basis of the responses of
the digital simulation of the two controlled sY:.xtems to
tile- same set of initial angular displacements. to the
sequel, each of these control approaches is q.iVMnari.ze,i
t:) facilitate comparison of the two. Each approach is
applied to one of the models previously presented and
developed from techniques presented in Lipski (4-1) ,
(4-2), Hooker and Margulies (4-3) and Chichester (4-4).
Comparison of the analyses associated with the two
control approaches is based in Dart upon Tiffany (4-5) .
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4.2	 LQR CONTROL OF THE AXIALL': DECOUPLED THREE AXIS FIVE BODY
MODEL OF A FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT.
d.?.1
	
necoupled State Variable Model
The axially decoupled rotational dynamic model of Space
Construction Base Configuration 1 was represented by
equation ( 3-24). It may be written more compactly as
follows:
x j =A j—x j j—,+B u :1	 j=1, 2,3—
(4-1)where:
!j
x j (to ) = X. (initial boundary conditions)
u. = TA.
Gii L 7 C sj	 GiiLjKsj
Aj	 — — — — -- -^ --• — --- -- —
KJj
	 101
Gjj
B
[101
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4.2.2	 Generation of Three Hamiltonians and Their Minimization
Since the axes of the state variable model of the vehicle
are decoupled from each other, optimal control is applied
to each axis independently. Optimal linear quadratic
regulator control of the attitude of the vehicle with
respect to its jth axis corresponds to minimization of
the jth Hamiltonian whica incorporates the integrand of
the quadratic performance index pertaining to control
about the jth axis. This Hamiltonian may be expressed as
follows;
H j 	P  + ^ j (A j x j +B j u j )	 (4-2)
where: Pi
	
the integrand of the jth quadratic
performance index
- ^(x j -x jd ) TQJ (x j -x jd ) + ^ujWjuujV
x jd = specified value of xj
Qj - state variable error weighting coefficient
matrix
Wju
	
	 control energy weighting coefficient
matrix
a j = jth costate vector
48
The jth costate equation is obtained from a necessary
condition for minimization of the jth Hamiltonian.
a EI
4	
a x . _ -Q j x j - A^a j 	(4-3)
7
Another necessary condition for minimization of the
Hamiltonian yields the control equation,
u j	 - W^ 1 B^^j 	(4-4)
4.2.3	 Formulation and Solution of jth TPBV Sub-Problem
Substitution of the control equation into the state
equation (4-1) and association of the costate equation
given by equation (4-3) with the resulting equation
yields a two point boundary value (TPBV) problem to be
solved of the following form.
x j = AA+Rjaj
^j	 -Qj x j
 -AT	 (4-5)
where:
RJ = -B'W,u1B]T
xj(to) = xjo (initial boundary condition)
! j (t f ) = 0	 (final, boundary condition)
49
Solution of this TPBV problem is effected by assuminq
that:
aj	 KAt)xj	 (4-6)
Differentiation of equation (4--6) with respect to time
and substitution of the resulting expressions for A i
 anti
j into equation set (4-5) transforms solution of the
jth TPBV subproblem to solution of the jth Riccati
equation for Kj.
K j = - ( K j Aj + ATK j + Kj Rj Kj + Qj )	 j	 1,2,3	 (4-7)
wrote: Rz }3j j uW lB^ 	 (4-$)
	
u j = W- 1 K j x,j 	 Fjxj (4-9)
K j (t f ) _ [0)
!
	
	 Substitution of equation (4-6) into the control equation
yields the relationship for obtaining the optimal
feedback control utilizing the solution to the jth
Riccati equation.
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4.3	 HYBRID ML--LQR CONTROL OF THE THREE AXIS FIVE BODY MODEL
OF A FLEXIBLE SPACE VEHICLE WITH INTERAXIAL COUPLING,.
4.3.1	 State Variable Model with Coupling
The axially coupled state variable rotational dynamic
model of Space Construction Base Configuration L was
presented in equation set (3-24). In this set of
equations, the subscripts identify the axes Uf the model
and terms involving both subscripts in which k#j
represent interaxial coupling.
4.3.2	 Decomposed Model
Application of Gauss-Seidel multilevel control to this
system begins with decomposition of the state variable
model to temporarily suppress this coupling. The
resulting coordination equations were presented in
equation sets (3-21) and (3-22). The corresponding
decomposed model of the rotational dynamics is
represented by equation set (3-23). Comparison of
equation set (3-23) with equation set (3-24) for the
decoupled model reveals that the decomposed model has
additional terms on the right hand side due to interaxial
coupling.
4.3.3	 Generation of Decomposed Hamiltonian and Its Minimization
Optimal control may be applied to this decomposed state
variable model by extension of the procedure described
above for applying LQR control to the model in which the
three axes are decoupled.
The modified procedure involves the generation of a
decomposed performance index and a decomposed Hamiltonian
51
corresponding to the decomposed form of the state
equations. The application of necessary conditions for
the minimization of the decomposed Hamiltonian yields a
set of costate equations and costate coordionation
equations as well as a set of control and control
coordination equations.
The state, costate and control coordination equations are
combined into an overall coordination subproblem. Inputs
to this subproblem are the state, costate and control
vectors while its outputs are the various coordination
vectors.
4.3.4	 Formulation of TPBV Subproblems
When the control equations are substituted into the
corresponding state e ,-uations and each costate equation
is associated with its corresponding state equation, the
resulting set of two-point boundary value subproblems to
be solved is written in the following form:
x j = A jj x j + R j I j +
	
(t)
.2j (4-10)
a j = Q j x j -Ajj T a j + 12j (t) j 	 1,20
where:
R•_ -B ..W 1BT
7	 77 u7 77
aj (t), bj (t) = functions of the coordination variables
xj (to) X.	 (initial boundary condition)
x  (tf ) = 0
	
(final boundary condition)
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4.3.5	 Extended LQR Solution of TPm, Subproblem
The presence of additional terms on the right hams side
of the TPBV problem represented by equation set (4-101
compared with the TPBV problem represented by equation
set (4-5) requires an extension of the LQR approach. In
this extension of LQR control, it is assumed that the
costate variables may be written in the tollowing torm.
k^= K 3 (t)x^ + ma(t)
	
(4-11)
where:
K3 (t) = tune varying matrix to be determined.
m3 (t) = time varying vac:tor w be determined.
expect to time and
for X i and a3 in
TPBV subproblem to
solved for Ki and
Ditterenti.ati.ng
 equation (4-11) with r
substit«ting the resulting expressions
equation set (4-10) transtorms the ,3th
a pair of Rlcc at i-type equations to be
mj .
(K3 A3 J + A3 K,	 3+ K R3 3K + Q3 )	 3 = 1,2,3	 ( 4 -11)
mj + (K
i
R3 + Ai j)m + K j a j + b^	 U
	 (4-13)
where
K; (t f )_ [o]
M! ( t f ) = U
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Solution of this pair of equations along with equation
(4-11) leads to generation of the feedback control needed
to minimize the port i on of the overall I-lertormance index
associated with the jth axis subject to values of the
coordination variables obtained from the coordination
subproblem. Other outputs obtained from the jth TPBV
subproblem include the state vector, x j , and the costate
vector, aJ
4.3.6	 Construction of Subproblem Hierarchy
Due to the relationship between their respective inputs
and outputs, the coordination subproblem and the TPBV
subproblems may be assembled into the subproblem
hierarchy shown in Figure 4-7. Solution of the overall
optimal attitude control problem is then attained by
iteration between the subproblems in the hierarchy.
4.4	 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE TWO APPROACHES
Had the LQR control techniques been applied directly to
the coupled model, each of the coefficient matrices would
have had dimensions three times as large as they are for
the coefficient matrices associated with either the
application of LQR control to the axially decoupled model
or the application of hybrid ML-LQR techniques to the
coupled model. Hybrid ML-LQR control, therefore, reduces
the problem of optimally controlling the att9'`ude of the
coupled vehicle model to a form closely approximating the
control of its attitude with respect to each of its axes
independently with periodic adjustments by the
coordination subproblem to account for the effects of
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Lnteraxial coupling. Part of the price A attaining this
result is greater complexity in the control system and
the addition of iteration between the subproblems of the
hierarchy in the generation of the optimal control
solution. However, this iterative model of solution
implies an adaptive capability not present in the
conventional LQR control approach.
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Second Level Coordination Subproblem
(State, co gitate and control coordination equations)
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FIG, 4-7; SUBPROBLEM HIERARCHY FOR HYBRID MULTILEVEL-LOR
ATTITUDE CONTROL OF FIVE BODY MODEL
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rSECTION 5
5.0	 REVIEW OF SIMULATION RESULTS OF THREE AXIS FIVE BODY
MODEL OF A FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT
An internal memorandum by N.O. T -F f any (5-1) was reviewed
and is summarized herein. The purpose of this report was
to document the results obtained to date w;th the
simulations of multilevel and LQR control at the Bendix
Engineering Development Center in support of this study
contract and to outline fruitful areas for further
work.
Plots of the contrclled responses of uncoupled and
lightly coupled forms of the linearized five body state
variable rotational model of a flexible space vehicle to
initial angular displacements were generated on the
Bendix Engineering Development Center digital computer.
The prototype vehicle whose attitude was controlled is
depicted in Figure 3-1 while its corresponding
topological diagram in which each flexible appendage was
approximated by two rigid bodies interconnected by a
spring hinge suspension appears in Figure 3-2. The
subproblem hierarchy developed for the application of a
combination of multilevel and an extension of LQR control
techniques to the coupled form of the model is shown in
Figure 4-7. The uncoupled linearized five body model was
derived from the coupled model by ignoring the light
coupling between its three spatial axes. LQR attitude
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control was then applied to each axis independently. In
t.ie application of hybrid ML-LQR attitude control the
coupled model was partitioned by spatial axes and the
coupling between these axes was temporarily suppressed as
explained in Section 3.9.
Plots of responses of the central body of the vehicle to
angular displacements about the x, y and z axes appear in
Figures 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3 respectively. The responses of
the uncoupled model with LQR attitude control applied
independently about each axis and of the coupled model
with hybrid ML-LQR of control to the same initial angular
displacements are plotted with common sets of
coordinates. Those responses pertaining to the uncoupled
model are distinqu.-Lshed by small circles. It is evident
that the angular responses of the central body of the
c:ouplod model with hybrid ML-LQR control compare very
closely with the corresponding responses for the
uncoupled model with LQR control applied to etch axis
independently.
Multilevel control temporarily suppresses interaxial
coupling effectively reducing the problem of controlling
the coupled model to the problem of controlling the
decoupled model with later coordination.
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Additional response plots were drawn for cases in which
control laws generated for the nominal controlled
system were applied to a system in which the values of
damping coeff i cients and the spring constants of the
model were cii"nged. Plots of the angular attitude
responses of the central body of the model about its x
axis appear in Figures 5-4 1 5-5 and 5-6 in order of
increasing perturbation of these parameters. In ea-,h
figure the response of the perturbed system is identified
by small triangles with the responses of the unperturbed
system included to facilitate comparison. The principal
differences between the two classes of responses are
slightly increased damping and phase shift for the
responses of the perturbed system. In general, however,
the control of the vehicle appears quite insensitive to
such mismatches between the model Ripon which the
generation of the control Law was based and the system to
which it was applied.
5.1	 SENSITIVITY OF CONTROL LAW TO SYSTEM PARAMETERS
The use of a control law depends upon a suitable model of
the system to be controlled. Suppose that the system to
be controlled is represented by the si-ate equation
x - Ax + Bu	 (5-1)
while the control law is based on a model of this system
represented by
r
x 1 - A^x^+ B u
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(5-2)
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The question arises as to the effect of differences
between equations (5--1) and (5-2). These may differ in
many ways including the dimensionalit; of the system. In
the case of the five body model, the sensitivity of the
control to some of the parameters involved was
investigated. From equation (3-20), the A matrix is of
the form
A = GLCs GLKs
	
(5-'3)
K	 d
Here, Ks involves spring constants, C g
 involved damping,
and G involves mass distribution and geometry. B
depends upon G only, and the K in equation (5-3) is
independent of system parameters.
An investigation was conducted, in which the spring
constants and damping constants were subjected to
variations, and the control law as developed without
those variations was applied. That is, A^ in equation
(5-2) was fixed, and A in equation (5-1) was varied.
Each damping constant c' contributing to A' was modified
to c - (1 + DC)c', and similarly, k - (1 + DK)k'. The
effects on the central body angle . l for variations of
DC, DK - 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 are shown in Figures 5-4, 5-5
and 5-6, respectively. The conclusion is that the
control law is quite insensitive to these parameters, in
a macro sense. This study was conducted on the
uncoordinated control only, but the results are
applicable to the partitioned control also, since the
coupling is weak.
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5.:2	 CHOICE OF PARTITIONING
The five t`ody three axis partitioned control converged
after two iterations, due to the weak co.ipling between
axes. The 5 body control system must operate on 10x10
matrices, with a resulting penalty in computation time.
The choice of partitioning was guided by intuition and
insight. A more systematic approach is desirable. The
choice made with the five body model attempts to increase
convergence by satisfying the following independence
conditions. If a j
 0 and b j = 0, then mj
 = 0 and the
jth subsystem is completely controlled by K j alone, and
is independent of x j . This condition will occur if Aij,
Rij and Qij are zero for j30i. Further partitioning may
be desirable.
5.3	 CENTRAL BODY CONTROL
In the studies discussed here, control was applied to the
central body only. Furthermore, for the five body model
no constraint tending to control flexible appendage
motion was utilized. The investigation so far has been
concerned with the practicality and implementation of
multilevel control via partitioning in general, and has
not addressed the question of its effectiveness in
controlling the flexible vehicle. The tools required to
investigate that aspect of the problem are now developed,
except for the means for selecting the weights necessary
to best accomplish the desired control of those states
representing the flexible behavior. This study assumes
that all states are available.
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SECTION 6
	
6.0	 THREE AXIS TEN BODY MODELING OF THE ROTATIONAL DYNAMIt-.3
OF A FLEXIBLE SPACE: PLATFORM
	
6.1	 RIGID BODY-FLEXIBLE SUSPENSION APPROXIMATION OF MODULAR
SPACE PLATFORM
The typical platform consisting of two spacecraft
interconnected by a deployable truss* was approximated by
an assembly of ten rigid bodies interconnected by a
spring hinge suspension as shown in the topological
diagram of Figure 6-1. From this figure, the following
symmetry relationships between the rigid bodies of the
model were written.
'n5 " 114 ' m3 ' m2
1 5 - 1 4 11 	 4 12
r13 - -rl2
S-5 5 ' 13 3 ' 12 4 ' ---21 0 713 5
Additional symmetry conditions were obtained by comparing
the truss portion of Figure 6-1 with the description of
the truss appearing in Ivey (6-1).
m8
 - m6
	 1 8 ' 16
	
SS  ' 166 ' -189 ' --67
M9 - m7
	
1 9 - 17	 199 - r77 - 7E9 , 10  - `"r78
*A more detailed development of the rigid body spring hinge suspension
approximation of the deployable truss appears in Appendix B.
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Selected masses of rigid nodies eomprisiny the model were
related to each ether by ratios as follows:
mb • ar:n2	m7 ' brm l	m10 . `rml
Then the total mass of the model was express sd in the
following form
10
H . E in 	 (1+2b +c )m +(4+2a )m
i=1 i	 r r 1
	
r 2
6.2	 LOCATION OF CENTER OF MASS WITH RESPECT TO COO.*!EcTION
BARYCENTER OF EACH RIGID BODY
The connection barycenter of a rigid body may be defined,
following Hooker and Margulies (6-6), as "the new center
of mass obtained by 'loading' each joint of the body with
the residual mass of the system connected to that joint."
With the aid of the topological diagram of Figure 6-1,
the symmetry conditions and the ratios between the masses
defined above, the vectors representing the location of
the center of mass of each rigid body with respect to its
barycenter are written as follows.
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ml+4m2)r16 : - (2br+cr)ml+2 r r
	
- 2br+cr
M	 M	 16	 1+2	 rl6
2 _
	 3m2)r = - (1+2br+cr)m1
 + ( 1+2a,l)m2
1
	
22	
X22 ' ^3 > -r22
"d
,..5 = -(1- m2 )2r : -(1+2br+cr)m1 + (3+2ar)m2M	 2
	
M	 r22 } -r22
d 
6 _ - -	 (4br+2cr)'nl + 3arm2
	=-(1-2br-cr)ml+ (4-ar)ml -
	14 6M  	 M	 r66
(6-1)
1-2b -c
> --- r r r
1+2br+cr
 66
d	
(3br+2cr)mL+2ar 2
	
(1-br-cr)m1+4 2
7 = -^1-	 _-
M
	
1-7 7	 M	 77
1-b -c
r r
1+2b +c 77
r r
d= _ 1 _ 2brn] + rm2	 ( 1+cr)m1+(4+a )m2
_-8	 M	 r66 - _	 r	 r
	
M	
-66
l+cr
> - +lj- 
b+C 166
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	2brm1 	(l+cr)m
I + 
(4+2a
r)m2
M 	 E77
1+Cr
> 1+2b 
r 
+c 
r  
E77
	
crml 	(1+2br)ml + (4+2ar)m2
140 (1	 M ) 10,10 	 M	 X10,10
1+2br
> 1+2br+cr K10,10
6.3	 LOCATION OF ADJACENT HINGES WITH RESPECT TO BARYCENTER OF
EACH RIGID BODY
The vectors representing the location of adjacent hinges
with respect to thr- connection barycentet of each rigid
body were expressed in terms of the location vectors with
respect to the center of mass of the same body as
follows:
112
(2br+cr)ml+2arm2
	
d 1+r12 - ^1Z	 M	 r16
(2br+cr)m1+2arm2
d13	
d1+r13 :- L13	 M	
r16
mI+4m
116 
=114!r-16	 2 E16 > 1+2b+c r16	 (6-2)M	 r r 
3m
122 
= !12+r22 	
2 r22= -d « 1
	M 	 33
3m
2
d = d +r = -(2 -	 )r	 - d > -2r
24 2 24	 M —22	 —35	 —22
m
2
d =d +r ---r	 -d << 1
—44 —4 —44 M 22 —55
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4+E66
(4br+2cr)ml+3mrm2	 2(2br+cr 
^b6
)
!166 = +^  =	 M	 x66 { 1+2b +c
r r
2m1+(S+ar)m2	
-2
d67 " d6+x67 d6 6 -	 M	 x66 ^ '1+^ x66
(3br+2cr )ml+2arm2	3br+2cr
d77 = d
7+x77 =
	
M	
x77 ^ 
1+2b +c r77
r r
(2+br)m1+ (8+2ar)m2
	
- !2+b r)
d	 =d-	 -	 r >	 r
^ 78 = -7 +r78 7 r77	 M	 77 1+  ,^ -77
r r
(2br l+arm2)	 2br
188 -d-8+48 = d8+x66	 E66 <	 46
M	 1+2br+cr
= d r 	
(2+2br+2cr)ml+(8+3ar)m2 
r 
y	
K
-2(1+br+cr
-	
) 
rQ89 -$ --66 2	 M	 46	 1+ b +c	 66
r r
2brm 1	 2b 
199 = a9+x99 - !,+r77 -	 E77	 r77M	 1+2br+cr
(2+2br+c
r)ml+(8+4ar)m2
x 9,10 = a9+x9,10 = d,9 x77 =	 X77M 
-2(1+br+cr)
1+2br+cr	r77
crml	cr1
10,10 - a10+x10,10 + M x10,10 1+2br+crr10,10
The relative locations of the barycenters, centers of
mass and hinge locations along the axis of the truss were
^stimated for four sets of values of the mass ratios br
and cr . The corresponding sketches, including the
location vectors, appear in Figures 6-2, 6-3 6-4 and
6-5.
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y	
	 In the first two sketches cr
 - 1 which corresponds to the
two spacecraft having approximately the same mass since
ml >'> 	 b r = 1 corresponds to the total mass of two of
the bodies attached along the truss being approximately
equal to the mass of the central body in spacecraft 1.
The b r = 1/4 condition corresponds to the total mass of
this pair of bodies being about 25A of that of the
central body. The same sequence of valuer of b r was
repeated in F'iyures 6-4 and 6-5 for c r = 1/2 which
corresponds to the mass of spacecraft 2 being about 1/2
that of spacecraft 1.
Inspection of Figure. 6-2 through 6-5 reveals certain
common patterns. For both values of c r
 when b r = 1/4 the
centers of mass of bodies 6 and 7 remain close to their
respective connection baryc:enters. In fact, for b r = 1/4
and cr = 1/2, the center of mass and the barycenter of
body 6 coincide while the center of mass remains very
close to the connection barycenter for body 7. The
greater distances between the centers of mass and their
corresponding barycenters generally occur close to the
extreme ends of the truss in each case. Decreasing the
ratio of the mass of the second spacecraft to that of the
first, cr , reduces the distance between the barycenter
and tr a center of mass of the central body of the first
spacecraft and increases the distance between the
barycenter and the center of mass of the second
spacecraft. These effects agree with physical reasoning
since reduction of this ratio reduces the influence of
the combined mass of the truss and the second spacecraft
compared with that of the first spacecraft while it
increases the influence of the combined mass of the first
spacecraft and the truss compared with that of the second
spacecraft.
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b.4	 AUGMENTED INERTIA MATRICES
In the sequel the following form of the vector cross
product is utilized trequently. Let
a = (ax , ay , az ) T ,And b = (b x , by , b ? ) T then a x b a Ab
where:
U	 - az	 ay
A =	 az	 U	 - ax	 (b - 3)
- ay	 ax	 u
With the aid of the symmetry conditions and the sets of
vectors developed in the preceedi.ng sections and the
augment.ed body techniques presented in Lipski (b -4),
(6-5) the etteetive moment of inertia matrix with respect
to the connection barycenter of eac:i rigid body in the
model is expressed in terms of the above listed mass
ratios as follows:
I 1* = I 1
 - m1D1D1 - 4m2D12D12 r (2br+cr)ml+2arm2 ^516616
22x = I2 - m2D2D2 --
 
(1+2b 
r
+ cr)ml+(2+2ar)m2 )D22D22 -m2D24624 = 23*
I 4* I4 - m2D4D4 -^ (1+2br+cr)ml+(3+2ar)m2 ^
D44D44 = 26x
(6-4)
16'^ 26 -arm23636 -(m1+4m2 )D66D66 -	 (2br+cr )ml+arm2 i D67D67
81.
1 7* , I 7 - t)rm 15767 -" m 1
 + (4+arM2 `677677
-a (br4-Cr)ml 'Ind rm2 'U78U78
1 8 * * 18 - arrn268b4 - , (1+br)m1 
+(4+a r )m- b88688
-(br-R-,r)m1D89D89
1 9 *	 1 9 -brm1D9Dq	(l+br)m1 + (4+2ar)m2 )
"99p99- rmlb5 109,10
110* 
3 1
10 - `'rm1610D10
Under the assumption that the mass of body 1 is much
largHr than the mass of each rigid body in the model of
the solar panels, m l > m2 and the differences between
the rotational moments of inertia for each rigid body are
bounded as follows:
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lbr 4-cr
1+1b ri; mlhlh^la
r r
I 2-I 2*	 I-I 
* - 5m3	 2k221,?
14-i4* s I 5-I 5* . m')f12f^^^2
4(2br +c:r ) (4+Ajr+c:r)
(I +2b +c: r ) 2
(6-5)
	
3b +2c	 2b
I7-17*	 r r br +	 r r +	 r	 br m1R,7R17
1+1br+cr 	1+-.)br+c:r
	
1+2br ^c'r
" 2b	 ` z	 j 1 +c7 
+c1 - Ig * <	 r	 (i+b) +	 r r	 4(br+cr) ;'1K5666
1+,,+,r I	
r
\ 1+2br+c.r
l+c
r	
2
l -I * 	 b+	
r	
1 ll+b )5 9-
	 1+'?br+c:r	 r	 1+2br+cr 
i	
r
l+br+c:r	 2
" 1+2br+cr 4c  m1R77R77
*
1 + br	 2	 -	 -
Z1A 110 t	 1+2b +cr	 cr 1810,10 10,10
U
In earlier sections the relative locations of the
barycenters, centers of mass and hinge locations along
the axis of the truss were estimated for tour gets of
values of the mass ratios b r and c: r* In the present
section the differ4nces between the rotational inertia
matrices with respect to the :enter of mass and with
respect to the connectiois barycenter for each rigid body
in th.^ model are obtained for the same four -.;ets of
values of b r
 and c r . The normalized differences between
the inertia matrices for the rigid bodies alone the axis
of the truss appear in Table 6-l. Since R aj may differ
considerably from R ii for ]#?, comparisons between rows
along a given column hav- more validity than do
comparisons between columns of a given row of the
table.
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TABLE b-i
NORMALI'LEU DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ROTA'T'IONAL INERTIA MA"rRLCES
FOR BODIES ALONG; TRUSS AXIS
b
r
'b-	 I b *
m R
	 R1	 66	 66
I 7 -	 I 1 *
m R
	
R1	 77	 77
I 8 -	 I 8 *
m K
	
R1	 66	 6b
19-	 11)
m R	 R1	 71	 77
110-	 f l u
m R	 R1	 LU,IU	 1
1 21
4
35
—b 5 3
14
L
1-	 2
If.
283 41 69
7
!	
41
1
Z
260
49
101
49
182
49
9L
49
8
17
1
2 5
9
'9
19
9
29
it
25
M
(.1110
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6.5	 RIGID BODY ANGULAR PATE EQUATIONS
Equations in terms of the rigid body angular rates of
rotation, w i , were obtained by equating the rate of
change of angular momLntum of each rigid body in the
model to the vector sum of torques acting on that body at
its connection barycenter. Under the assumption of small
angular displacements, the symmetry conditions, the
vectors developed in equation sets (6-1) and (6-2) and
the moment of inertia matrices developed in equation set
(6-4), the rigid body angular rate equations were written
as follows:
I w + M( D D w+ D D w+ D D w+ D D w+ D	 E ( D -W)
1-1	 12 22-2	 13 33--3	 12 44-4	 13 55-5	 16 j-6 33 -3
N	 N	 N	 N	 -
=t +tH +tH +tH +Df -D f -D f: - D f - D	 E f-D f
-1 -12 -13 -16 1-1	 13--3 12-4 13-5 16 j=6 j 12-2
1
Ez2r 2 + M( D
22D12-1+ D22 
	3 ( D .. w . ) + D24 D44-4 j1% 33 -3
H	 H	 10
= t + t + t + D f- D	 E f- D f
2 -22 -24 2-2 22 j=1 j	 24-4
J'2,4
T*w + M( D D w+ U	 E0 (D , w , )+ D D w
3-3	 33 13--1	 3333-3  35 55-53=2
j=3,5
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H	 H	 lU
=t +t +t +Dt —D
	
E t —D L
—3 —33 —35 3-3 33 jml 5 j 35-5
7
(6-6)
*,	 1 ,	 V — ,
	 10 — .
I+ M( D D+ D D w+ D	 £ (D .:,^ 1
4-4
	 44 12-1	 44 24--2	 44	 3 J—Jj=3
#4
H —	 l0
= t+ t + D t+ D
	
E t
—4 —44 4-4 44
#4
I	 + M( D D w+ D D w+ D	 E	 ( D , w . )
 )
5-5	 55 13-1 55 35-3 55 j=2	 J3-3J#3,5
H	 —	 10
=t+t +Df — D 	 E t
—5 —55 5-5 55
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3a*5
*	 ti	 5
I w .	
i
+ M( L D ^^ + D
	 E
i i.	 i 16-1 ii ja2
_	 10
+D	 E	 (Dj
j=i+1
	
jwj)
1,a +1
- .	
- i-1(D .	 + D ..	 E	 (D	 w . )
33—
	i^ j=6
	
3 4F j+1-3
H	 H	 i-1	 10
=t +t +t	 +Dt —DE
(i —i,i —i,i+l i i	 ii j=1 3 — Di,i+1 j= ( t.i+l 3
i = 6,7,8,9
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6.6
I w+ M! D	 D w+ D	 E (D w)+ D	 ' (D	 )
10-1.0	 10,10 16-1	 10,10 )=2 7j-7	 10,10=67,7+1
H	 w	 w	 9
= t + t	 + D t - D	 E f
	
-1U - 10,10	 1'.1-10	 10,10	 j
j=1
10
w^iere M = Z m = m +4m +2m +2m + m =
	
1=1 1	 1 2 6 7 10
_ (1+2br+cr)rr. +(4+2ar)m2
VECTOR STATE VARIABLE FORM OF RIGID BODY ANGULAR RATE
EQUATIONS
The rigid body angular rate equations of equation set
(6-6) were recast into the following vector matrix state
variable form.
	
Aw = t + t H + Bt + w = A-1 (t + t H ) + A-1Bf
	 (6-7)
where
'"	 T	 T T(wi. 
'^
2 ,..., w10)
88
-i = anqular rotation rate of Lth rigid body
t = (t l r t 2r otor t 1 0)
t, = net torce acting on ith rigid body
t l = vector sum or control and di sturbance
torques on ith rigid body.
tH k 
(t 12 )T*(tH 13 )T+(tH16 )Tr (tH22)T*(t24)T
(tH )
T+(tH )Tr (tH )Tr (tH ) T r (t 66 )H ^^+(tH )T,—33
	
—	 35	 —44	 —55 	 —67
(tH )T+(tH ) T , (tH ) T*(tH
 ) T r (tH ) T+ (t	 )Tr(tH	 )T T
—77	 —78	 —88	 —89	 —99	 —9,10	 l0,lU
tl ' = torque of 3th hinge on ith rigid body.
All.A1 r1U
A =	 = lU x lU partitioned
coetticient matrix
A1011	 •A10,10
89
L
8 11 . .	 9131,LU
B
	 .
	
= 10 x 10 partitioned
coettLcLent matrix
8 10,1 •	 '131UIiu
A.Lj , B id are 3 x 3 submatrices
b.1	 EXPANSION OF COEFFICIENT SUBMATRICES :N TERMS OF
AUGMENTED MOMENT OF .INERTIA MATRICES AND LOCATION VECTORS
WITH RESPECT TO CONNECTION BARYCENTERS
The following matrices within the coefficient matrices, A
and B, were expanded wi.tti the aid of the Lett hand sides
of the rigid body angular rate equations listed in
equation set (6-6).
Aii
w	TAll = MD12D 22 = A21
_	 _ T
A14	 MD12D44	 A41
T
A13	 MD13D33	 A'31
_ T
A15	 MD13D55	 A51
^ 	 _	 T
A1j = MD16 D j7	 A'1,
T
A23	 MD22D 33	 A32
T
A 2 = MD22Djj = A32,
j=6,718,9,lU
_ T
A24 = MD24D44	 A42
j=5,6,7,8,9,10
T
A34	 MD33D44 	 A43
_ TA35	 MD35D55	 A53
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A3j = MD33DJ7 = Aj3,	 j=6,7,8,9,10
A4j	 MD44Dj7
	
Aj4,	 j-5,6,718,9,10
	 (b-8)
ASj - MD55Djj = A75'	 j=6,71819,10
A lj - MD1 3.+1Djj - AJi ,	 L=6 1 7,8,9,	 j-i+l,i+2,...,10
B 1L = -D L , L=1,21904,lu
B 12= —D12 B14 B13 —D13 = B lb Blj= —D1b;j =b,7,8,9,10
_ ti	 ti
B21 —D °22 =
 B23	 B24= —D24	 B2j= —D22; j-b,b,7,8,9,10
(6-9)
B31= —D33 B 32 = B34 B35 —D35 B 3 j- —D 33 ' J=6,7,8,9,10
w
B41_ —D44 = B42 = B43	 B 4	 —D44 ; j =516,7,8,9,10
B 51	 —D 55 = B 52 = B 53 = B 54	 B 5 - —D 55 ; j=6,718,9,10
B ij = —D ii ; i= 6,7,8,9,10	 Bij= —Di,i+l' i = 6,7,8,9
,=1,2,...,x.-1	 ]-i+1,i+2,...,10
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b.8 SUSIII:. vS ION EQUATIONS
The suspension equations represent the torque acting upon
each rigid body due to the vector sum of the forces
applied at the hinge joints adjacent to the body. They
were expressed in vector matrix torm as follows.
tH = LCD + LK.,a	 (b-10 )
where:
tH=	 (t H ) "I (t H ) ^T, ... , (t H^ T `r	 ( b-11)
-^	 1	 -10
tl = vector sun of hinge torques acting on i.th rltjld body.
42	 0
.u1 = rate of rotation -it i,th rigid body.
°l= ("1x' ;+fly, r^1z)T
T	 T	 'r	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T T
I= (-`111, ' 212 ' 213 ' 224 r ;x35 ' 216' .267 ' —z78 ' 289' 'x-9,10)
1111= ( b.1, 9 1 , ,y1)T
^1' 91' ^ l = inertla.11y referenced Euler attitude angles of body I.
xi'= (A^ 13 , AO 131 A^13 )T
oo ij , A6 3.3 , o*ij = relative Euler angles of body j with
respect to body 1.
Coefficient matrices, L, Cs and Ks are expressed in terms
of 3 x 3 submatrices in Appendix C.
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b.9	 EULER ANGLE RATE EQUATIONS
The Euler angle rate equations express the tirst time
derivatives at the i,nertLally reterenced Euler attitude
angles at body 1 and the relative Euler attitude angles
between adjacent bodies of the model in terms cif angular
rates of rotation of the bodies comprising the model.
For small .anyular dLsplacem+ants, the linearized Euler
ani31e equations were wrLtter. Ln the tollowlny torm..
x	 Kw	 (6-12)
where.
x :
	
T , xT
	
.xT , xr , xr ,	 ,xr	 T	 r	 HIV	 Ir	 )-r
	
n	
,
	
1	 -12 -13 =14 -135 -16 =-
x
b 7 , -7 ,8 289
,
 19,10
Al - al
Ali : ,!
j
 - '2i
6.10	 STATE VARIABLE ROTATIONAL DYNAMICS MODEL
The linearized rLgld body angular rate equations,
linearized suspension equations and linearized Euler
angle rate equations were combined into a state variable
rotational dynamics model of the following form.
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_..
1 ; GLC S + GLKs ^c + Gu	 0-1 3 )
x : KW
where:
= rijid body angular rate vector.
x = Euler angle vector.
Q = actuator torque vector.
and the matrices G, L, K, C. and Kg are expanded in terms
of 3 x 3 submatrices in Appendix C.
When these! vectors and matrices were expanded in terms of
their scalar components and tilements, respectively, they
were rearranged in such a way that scalars associated
with a specific axis of the model were r1rouped into the
same subvector. Each coefficient matrix appearing in the
resulting state variable model was written in the
following form.
3
xj	 kil (Ajkxk + 13jk2k)
	 j=1,2,3	 k - 1,2,3	 (6-14)
where:
xk" (wk - ak ),I, 	 (6-15)
94
	]k 1, k C sk 1 v ) k l.kK sk 	 r'Jk
A k =	 — — —	 — -- —	 Bk	 ---	 1 01 - to x to
	
Kok	 101	 1 011	 zero matrix
''1 y Cu Ix , " 2x ,6611 "lox)
	
-1	 C, ly ,
 1y,••, Wtoy1
u 3 * (u1x, '2z"** ,
	IUz) 
'I'
L4C k = 1, 2, 3) has scalar r^xpans ion of the same form as ,.
'I 1	 (P 1, Ay 12, "'P13' .^^ 24' A,^ 35' AP 16' AP 67' A'P78' '^'891 '. p9,10) T
s 2 : ('j 1' .^ 12,
	
13 , ati ^,4, ;d 35, ...0 16, Ad 67' Ad 78' ; d8y' AU	 10 )T
"3	 (^1, '"^12'	 `^13' " Y ;44' - '4 35 , 4Y 16' ` *67' ''"'78^ ' 4489' .,y^^lU)T
1lsinq the kleti.nitions of r;, L, K, C S , and Ks as yiven in
Appendix C, Lk is a 10 x 9 matrix of the same form as they
10 x 9 partitioned matrix, L, with "1" in the place of
each submatrix "I" and "o" in place of each submatrix
" (0J". Ksl is a 9 x 10 matrix of the same form as the 9
x 10 partitioned matrix, Ks , with "k 12x in the place of
submatrix "K L2 " and similar substitutions for the
remaining submatrioes. CSt. is a 9 x 10 matrix similarly
developed from the 9 x 10 partitioned matrix C s . The
matrices Ks2 are similarly expanded with the subscript,
y, in the place of x as are the submatrices K s3 and Cs3
with the subscript, z, in place of x. K 3k - [U] for k
j. For k - j, it is a 10 x 10 matrix of the same form as
the partitioned matrix K, with "1" in the place of each
"I" and 11 0" in the place of each " [ 0] "
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S ECTION 7
,v	 IiYBkIU 4t I.T1LF:VEL-I.(JK ATTITUDE: CONTRot. +)E' TuE: It()'rA'rl()NAL
DYNAMICS MOI)LI. ()E' THE: SPACE: PLATFORM
7.l
	 DE:COMPoSE:D STATE VAkIABLE MODEL
The sut)ac ript,s appearinq in the! stats! vari.zble rotat -.anal
dynamicsa model, #!^ltlatlon ( 6- 14), (,7or romipond to t ht! .1X4.8
of the model. The matrix coett ictents, A )i, anti bIk,
r+!present interaxial eauplin,) with k 0 ).
	 'This ino(ji-1 was
recast into multilfwel Corm by tiecomposinl it into a
ser ies
 of submode l s . Decomposition temporarily
suppresses the interaxial coupltn(j in the overall model
produc1nq three szn ,) le
 axis suhrrodeis anti a coord lnati,-)n
submodeI.	 It t$ !ttected by writlnq tht! follnwincl
coordinat ion
 equat ions
 which con,;t i tute the coordination
subproblem.
3	 k	 k
a = L	 (A d
	 + 13 s
	 )
-3 k=1	 )k-)	 )k-)
k* 1
k	 k
d	 x	 s	 u
--)	 -k	 - )	 -k
)	 2 1,.',3	 (7-1)
k * I - 1,2,3	 (7 - 2)
Equation set ('1-2) is in the form of Gauss-aetdei
coordination as presented in Wismer (7-1).
Substitu +
 on of equation sets (7-1) and (7-2) into the
state variable rotational dynamics model of equation
(6-14) yields three submodels of the following form:
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t
3f
J =
	
;'	 it
t	 )j=1
(7-4)
11, A3111 + B )1
2
1 + a j (t)	 ) • 1,2, 1
The four submodels developed in this *„action were
assembled into the two level hierarchy shown in
Fiyure 7-1.
Cort^v spondinl, to the deeompos pd state variable equations
of thiL model, a decomposed pertormance index and a
decomposed r'amiltontan were constructed.
7.2
	
DECOMPOSED P F.RFURMANCE INDEX AND HAMILTONIAN
The decomposed pertormanc:e index for the application of
optimal at%itude control to this vehicle may be writtel,
as f"A lows:
there:
1'	 2 I	 - x . ) TQ (x.~ x . ) + 1/2u TW, u,
-J --J d 	J -J - J d	 -I Ju-1
x jd = prespecified desired value of xj.
Q j	symmetric positive semidefinite state variable error
weighting coefficient matrix.
Wju 
= symmetr ic sitive,definite control energy weighting
coeffic ient 
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W
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F— C%4
^I 6
u
n
I^ ^
n
^^
CV
O
C=)v
If Ww roj
f ^^I xj al +
M albl ^
a4 N ^ .-^
v CJ') {,
^c'7W^
^^
>SI
I
Q
II II ^ ^
I urol rol ^I ^
•x I
M
3	 k
E	 P,
k=1 —3
kv^j
(7-8)
X (t f )	 0 (final
—^	 boundary conditions)
where:
b (t)
_j
7.3
The corresponding decomposed Hamiltonian expressing the
energy state of the system is written as follow,,:.
3
H = E H.	 (7-5)
j=1 ^
where:
3
H	 P + aT CA x + B u * E tH, 
k 
dk + B sk)^
jj—j k=1 7-7	 jk—j
k*j
(7-6)
+	 E	 C (P.) T (x -d j ) + ( vk) T (u - s 3 )^
k=1	 —k	 k
k*j
^ j 	jth vector costate variable (Lagrange multiplier)
d; , si , P i t and v^ = Gauss-Seidel type vector coordination
variables
COSTATE EQUATIONS
The costate equations result from application of the
following necessary condition for minimization of the
decomposed Hamiltonian:
• OH
	 T	 (7 -7)
—j 	ax	 j j—j - j —j —j d
	 —j
-j
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7.4
	
CONTROL EQUATIONS
The control equations result from application of the
following necessary condition for minimization of the
Hamil'.:onian
3
3H	 -1 T
	
0 + u	 - W (B A
au j —	 —j	 j u j j--j_
7.5
	
COMBINATION OF jTH STATE,
INTO THE jTH TPBV SUBPROB
+ E k
)	(7-9)
V
._J
k 3
CONTROL, AND COSTA`CE EQUATIONS
LEM
Substitution of the jth control equation into the jth
state equation yields a new state equation in terms of xj
and X j . Association of the jth costate equation with the
equation representing the combination of the state
equation and the control equation results in the jth two-
point boundary value (TPBV) subproblem.
x. = A
-7
xjj—j + R.a	 + a.(t)J"J	 J a	 - Q.x	 - AT a	 + b (t)J	 J J	 Jj J	 j
where:
(7-10)
a.(t)
—J
= E (A. dk + B. ak -
Jk J	 Jk J
B..vk)	 b-(t) = Q.x.	 - E	 pk
JJ—J	 -3	 J—Jd	 7k=1 k=1
k#j k-*j
TR  
-BJ jWju jj
xj (to) = xjo (initial boundary conditions)
aj (tf ) = 0 (final boundary conditions)
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Solution of the subproblem: requires an extension of the
LQR techniques to reflect the presence of the additional
terms on the right hand side of the corresponding TPBV
subproblems. This extension, which was presented in
Chichester (7-2), begino with generalizing the assumed
form of a j in terms of x j to the following.
k. (t) = K (t)x j (t) + mj ^')
wh ore K j (t) and mj (t) are a time variable matrix and
vector, respectively, to be determined. The assumed form
of a j results in the generation of two simultaneous
Riccati type equations to be solved for K j (t) and
m j (t). Substitut'on of these solutions into equation
(7-11) yields the. `_,,edback control to minimize the
performance index at time t f . It should be noted that
the corresponding solutions to the TPBV subproblems are
obtained subject to the value of the coordination
variables d^, sj, Pjr and v^.
17.6	 ASSEMBLY OF COORDINATION EQUATIONS INTO THE COORDINATION
SUBPROBLEM
The remaining necessary conditions for minimization of
the Hamiltonian result in additional coordination
equations to be satisfied.
0 
--I = 0 } d^ = xj
app
0H.
D. s 0} s 7 = u j
3V
(7-12)
3d  = 0 + P^ = Akj X 
_J
aH
ask	 + V  3 Bkj Xk
_j
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The top two of the above coordination equations are
associated with the state equations while the bottom two
are associated with the costate equations. All of the
coordination equations are assembled into an overall
coordination subproblem. Inputs for this coordination
subproblem are state vectors, x j , control vectors, u,
and costate vectors, .^jk , obtained as solutions of the jth
and kth TPBV of the hierarchy respectively.
7.7	 CONSTRUCTION OF THE SUBPROBLEM HIERARCHY
The original problem of generating the optimal attitude
control contours for the prototype flexible space vehicle
has been transformed into a series of interrelated
:subproblems to be solved. Due to these interconnections
it is evident that these subproblems can be assembled
into a hierarchy with the coordination subproblem at its
apex. This hierarchy is depicted in Figure 7-2.
Solation of the overall optimal attitude control problem
is attained by iteration between the levels of the
hierarchy. Thf. modification of the space platform's
configuration by adding or removing modules is treated at
the first level of the hierarchy as presented in
Chichester
(7-2).
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	 t ,
Second Level Coordination Subproblem
(State, costate and control coordination egl,,ationa)
o k41
a0 +^
ti
w m
P4
U q
U V
+U+	 U
O
^J
>	 C
U > t"
Cd C	
U
i+
M
0
,N
U4J O4J
a a	 C > U ^ C
Cd O	 + UdCd
w U	 ,N +J
First Level TPBV First Level TPBV
Subproblem 1 Subproblem 3
(State,	 costate (State,	 costate
and control eq'ns) and control eq'ns)
FIG, 7-2: SUBPROBLEM HIERARCHY FOR HYBRID MULTILEVEL-L4R
ATTITUDE CONTROL OF TEN BODY MODEL
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SECTION 8
8.0	 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
During FY'81 a new hybrid approach to the application of
multilevel control techniques was developed and utilized
in the attitude control of a series of prototypical
models of flexible space vehicles. This hybrid approach
consists of a combination of the techniques of multilevel
hierarchical (ML) control and an extension of linear
quadratic regulator (LQR) techniques to treat the
modified two point boundary value subproblems resulting
from the application of multilevel techniques.
This combination of ML and extended LQR techniques was
first applied to a single axis model of the rotational
dynamics of a prototype flexile spacecraft. The
resulting model of the spacecraft and its control system
was simulated on a digital computer.
The same combination of techniques was then extended to
the attitude control of a three axis five body model of
the rotational dynamics of the same prototype flexible
spacecraft. This extension entailed the approximation of
the flexible spacecraft by five rigid bodies
interconnected by a spring hinge suspension and the
development of the model of the rotational dynamics in
terms of connection barycenters. The resulting model was
linearized and then recast into a state variable form
amenable to the application of time domain control
methods such as multilevel and LQR approaches or a
combination of the two. When each of the vector-matrix
106
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equations comprising this model was expanded into its
scalar components a regrouping of these sealer eouation:;
according to spatial axis was found to yield a model in
which interaxial coupling was light.
Two approaches were followed in applying attitude control
to the above model. Under the first approach the light.
coupling between the axes was eliminated and LQR control
was applied to each axis. Under the second approach the
interaxial coupling was temporarily suppressed by
applying multilevel control techniques in conjunction
with an extended form of LQR techniques. The three axis
five body model of the rotational dynamics of the
flexible spacecraft and its attitude control system was
simulated for each of the two approaches described to
facilitate comparison.
The hybrid ML-LQR approach was further extended to the
attitude control of a three axis ten body model of the
rotational dynamics of a prototype space platform
comprised of two spacecraft interconnected by a
deployable truss. This model was derived utilizing the
same techniques as those used in the development of the
three axis five body model described above.
As was the case with the five body model the ten body
model was linearized, cast into state variable form and
expanded in terms of scalar components. The scalar
equations of this model were then rearranged in such a
way that all equations assor. 4 ated with a given spatial
axis were placed in the same group. The hybrid ML-LQR
'	 approach was then applied to the attitude control of this
model. Simulation of the model with hybrid ML-LQR
attitude control is pending at this time.
I
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8.1
	
CONCLOSIONS
The following conc l us ions are based upon s i iig l e axis and
three axis modeling, control and simulation of a
prototype flexible spacecraft dnd modelin,, and control
formulation for a three axis representation of a
prototype space platf)rm.
a. Multilevel techniques reduce a mathematical model of
high dimension (involving large numbers of variables
and equations) to a hierarchy of submodels each of
which is of smaller Jimension except for the overall
coordination submodel at the top of the hierarchy
which generally is of much simpler form than the
original model.
b. Multilevel techniques effect a similar reduction of
a control problem of high dimension to a hierarchy
of subproblems to be solved.
CO	 Since application of multilevel techniques to a
control problem containing second order differential
equations becomes ineffective if an attempt is made
to reduce any of the first level subproblems to a
dimension less than two, such application leads to a
vector-matrix formulation of the subproblems in the
bottom level of the hierarchy.
d.	 Application of multilevel techniques to an optimal
control problem decomposes the overall two point
boundary value (TPBV) problem to be solved to a two
level hierarchy of subproblems with TPBV subproblems
on the lower level and a coordination subproblem on
the upper level.
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e.	 Each of the TPBV subproblems on the lower level of
the hierarchy resulting from thL application of
multilevel techniques to an optimal control problem
contains coordination variables on its right hand
side requiring an extension of linear quadratic
regulator (LQR) techniques for its solution.
t.	 The Combination of multilevel and extonded LOO
techniques described above represents a new hybrid
Approach to the Application of optimal att i tjde
control to a :mathematical ,nodel of rota*_,anal
dynamics of a spacecraft.
g. Digital computer simulation of a single axis model
,^f the rotational dynamics of a prototype flexible
spacecraft with a hybrid ML-LQR attitude control
system produced very nearly the same responses as a
simulation of the same single axis model with an LQR
attitude control system.
h. Development of a linearized three axis five body
state variable model of the rota.ional dynamics of
the prototype flexible spacecraft was rendered more
efficient by utilization of augmented body
techniques.
model in terms
Baled that
spatial axes
block diagonal
with weak
i.	 Expansion of the three axis five body
of scalar variabler !nd equations rev
grouping these equations according to
yielded a model with a high degree of
dominance in its coefficient matrices
in'.erax ial coupling.
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].	 [digital computer simulation of the three axis five
body +nodel with hybr id ML-LVR attitude control
produced responses closely similar to thuKH
re%ulting from computer simulation of the same model
with  axes decoup l ed and LV:A control applied to each
axis.
k,	 D"Ve lopment (It a three ax is ten body 1 i near i Le d
state varianle model of the rotational dynamics rat a
prototype space platform consisting of two
spacecratt interconnected by a deployabl" truss lead
to approxi mat ion of the truss by four r ly id bod le.i
serially connected by a spring hintle ^iuspension.
1.	 Application of hybrid ML-LVR techn iques to the
attitude control „f the three axis ten body model of
the space platform yielded a subproblem hierarchy of
a form similar to that R vt_ loped for the t.,r ee axis
five body model of the prototype fllixihle
spacecraft.
m.	 The hybrid ML-LVR approach to .attitude control of
flexible spacecraft is an original concept that
appears quite promising for application to a inroad
variety of spacecraft rotational dynamics ,nodeLs.
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8. ^,	 RE:COMME:NUATIONS
me following items are recommended t ear tutur•- study
concerning control of tlNxible spacecraft.
a.	 The titre o ax i 3 ten body model of the rotdt iona 1
dynamics )t the prototype apace platform with hybrid
multi level-LQR itt itufte c oritr•1)l itiould oft simulat-!A
on a 11 i,l i to l -'umputttr L11 o rdoir to @vA l ua te y i r -i
r-iponse:i to a var ie ty (it titan(:arl perturbations.
To th L:i ea nd the NASTRAN P lata for ttie MSFC /hybrid
truss 'iupp 1 ied by NASA :thou ld lie ut i l i z f!ei to
(jen•trate a dynamically equ i-. al e-rit r ij id 1)udy si r i ny
h i n,]e wiusp -ns ion ,node 1 of the truss coiapr i sttd eat
t our i e'r l a l l y connec t i-I r lg id tied iens .
1).	 The rel ativ e' cant-1 authority available w it!i
a tudto rs on both spacecraft in the space platform
should be compared wit'i that which is available when
coritro actudtors ar e+ res tricted to one of the two
space:cratt.
..	 Ditferent schemes for decomposing the original
attitude control problem into a hierarchy of
subproblems should be compared with respect to
computational efficiency.
1.	 Techniques for improving the computational
efficiency of solving the modified two point
boundary value subproblem resulting from the
application of the hybrid ML-LQR approach to the
attitude control of rotational models of a variety
of spacecraft should be developed.
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e. Effect s o f model ing inaccuracies upon the
performance of the -ontrolled system Should be
evaluated.
f. More systematic methods for deternininy the
weiyhtiny matrices utilized in the decomposed
performance matrit;es associated with the hybrid ML-
LQK approach to attitude ,-ontrol sho^lild be gouyrit.
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APPENDIX A
EXTENSION OF LINEAR QUADRATIC REGULATOR TECHNIQUES TO
FIRST LEVEL TPBV SUBPROBLEMS*
From Equation (2-30)
•	 1 ^-1
x i
	Aiix i- -i
 R 	 xi+ai(t)s
i = 1,2,3
	
(Al)
•
ai	 QixY-ATii.Li+—i(t)
with given x i ( to ) and a i ( t f )	 (A2)
Assume:
a i = K i (t)x i + mi (t)	 (A3)
a i = K i x i +K i x i4 i	 ( A4)
Substituting equation (A3) in equation (Al):
x i = (A ii- -f Ri- Ki)xi+ai- 2 R i mi	(A5)
Substituting equation (A4) in equation (A2):
K i x i +K ixi = -(AiiKi+2Qi)xi+bi-mi	 (A6)
*This is similar to an approach presented in Sage (2-7)
pp. 96-97.
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Substituting equation (AS) in (A6):
(FCi+KiAii -	 KiRi-1Ki+ AiiKi+2Qi)xi
+Ki(ai-
	
Ri- m
i ) + b i -m i	0	 kA7)
For solutions for Ki(t) and m(t) independent of x4:
K i +K i Aii - 
'T K i R
i -1 K i +Ai i K i
+2Q i = [01	 (A8)
•	 1 ^ -1
mi+ $KiRi m i-K i a i -b i = 0	 (A9)
Since X,(t f ) = 0, for solutions independent of xj,
K i (t f ) _ [ p ] and m i (t f ) = 0	 (AlO)
Also,
u i (t) _	 I R -1B ii ai(t)
(All)
- - R i Bii (K i x i+ mi)
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APPENDIX B
SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS OF MSFC/HYBRID DEPLOYABLE TRUSS
A perspective drawing of the undeformed MSFC/Hybrid
deployable truss that appeared in Ivey (6-1) is
reproduced in Figure B-1. The following specifications
were received for the truss. The truss is comprised of
ten segments each of which is a 55-inch cube. Each of
these segments weighs 16.8 pounds. If the segments are
numbered consecutively from the left hand end of the
drawing, four 8000 pound rigid bodies are rigidly
connected in such a way that they are centered above and
below the fifth and tenth cubic segments with -heir
centers of mass 89 inches above and below the truss as
shown in Figure B-1. Additional uata resulti.nG from a
vibrational analysis of the truss were presented in Ivey
(6-1) .
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First Approximation of MSFC Truss
1. Each cubic segment of the truss was approximated by a
cube of the same dimensions with the total mass of the
segment uniformly distributed within the cube.
2. The cubic segments were associated into two pairs of
identical modules as shown ire Figure B-2.
3. One of the module pairs has external masses associated
with it as depicted in Figures B-1, B-2 and B-4.
4. Equivalent principal moments of inertia were obtained for
each module pair. ( Figures B-3 and B-4) .
5. Modules were serially connected by a spring-hinge
suspension with spring and damping coefficients
associated with each three degree-of-freedom hinge shown
in Figure B-2.
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L1
4L1
Y8 L1	 ^l
FIG, B-3; TRUSS MODULE 1
TOTAL MASS = 4M1
 = 4(168) CENTERED AT PT, 0
10G
L1= 2115 IN,
THE PRINCIPAL MOMENTS OF INERTIA ARE AS FOLLOWS:
I X = 8 M1LI
3
I Y - 68 M1LI
3
I Z	 68 M1L^
3
Z
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FIG, B-4; TRUSS MODULE 2
1 = 27-5 inches	 1 ? = 89 inches	 m = 15 1	 1	 .^
Principal Moments of Inertia
X
_ 300
n2 —
1)	 2m
Tx = m2 ( 1 1 + 1 2 ) 2 
+ 3m111 = m2 1(1 1 + 12) `' + 3m111 '^ _ Iy']	 J
2	
2	 G
I Z
 = 3m111
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Second Approximation of MSFC 'truss
1. Truss may be approximated by four serially connected
rigid bodies as depicted in Fiy4ce B-5.
2. Each rigid body of the second approximation has the same
principal moments of inertia as the corresponding trus-
module in the tirst approximation of the. truss depicted
in Figure B-2.
3. The second approximation has the same three degree-of
freedom hinges, spring constants and damping coefficients
as the first approximation.
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APPENDIX C
DEFINITIONS FOR MATRICES APPEARING IN THE TEN BODY STATE VARIABLE:
ROTATIONAL DYNAMICS MODEL
`3 11 	 •	 • "91,30
G =
	
A-1
	
9 30,1	 1330,30
	
G 11	 G 12 G13
G	 G21	 G22 x'33
	
G 31	 X 32 G33
'T
Glk = (Ilk' 24k' 27k"'" 128k)
"T
G 2 = (12k' -15k' 28k'" '' 229k)
'T
G 3 = (23k' 16k' -29k""' 230k)
.Ijl s (9 i1 ► 5 j4 ' gj7 ► ..., `3j28)
2j2 (gj2' 5 j5 ' gj8,..., gj29)
2^3 (5i3 ► g j6' g]9,..., gj30)
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SUSPENSION MATRIX
L n
-I -I 101 to] -I ( 1)1 101 to] l01
I 101
-1 101 to] 101 lot [ol lot
101 I 101 -I 101 101 10 1 101 1^)I
to] [01 1 101 101 101 101 lo] Jul
[al [01 [01 1 101 Jul Jul to] 101
101 [01 101 101 t -I 101 lot 101
C01 101 to] lot lot t -I 101 101
to] 101 101 101 Jul [0 1 I -I lot
to] [01 [01 [01 101 1u1 10l 1
-t
,101 to] [01 tot 101 Jot Jul 101 i
	
1 0 0	 0 0 0
I= 0
	 1	 U	 tot- 0 o 0
	
0 0 1
	 0 0 u
SPRING CONSTANT MATRIX
-K312 101 Col Col l0 101 [01 to] 101
[01
-Ks13 101 [01 10l 101 101 [0,' [al
101 101
-Ks24 101 Cal 101 Col 101 [U1
Col 101 Co]
-K I rol 101 101 Col to]
to] 101 tot 101
-Ks16 101 t01 101 Col
101 to] Col [01 101
-Ks67 101 101 101
[v i 101 101 101 101 101 -Ks76 101 101
101 101 to] [a] 101 101 Col -KS89 to]
101 Col 101 to] [O1 Col Col 101
-KS9,10
t0 1
t o t
[01
101
Ks "
	
to]
[01
Co l
Col
[ al
DAMPING ':OEFFICIENT MATRIX
C5
 i
^$12 `1's12 101 101 101 tot 101 101 tut 101
cs13 101
-Cs13 101 101 [O] 101 to] 101 101
to] 0424 lo]
'C624 to] 101 [01 lot 101 tot
[0] [0]
CX35 101 -C$35 101 lol to] lot 101
CX16 101 lot (01 lol
"CS16 101 101 lot 101
tol [01 to] to] 101 C$67 -Cs67 l u l 101 to]
101 [01 101 to] [i1 to] Cs 78 -C $78 101 [o]
101 101 101 [o] 101 lot 101
CX89 -CS89 101
I01 [O] 101 101 ful 101 101 lot 069,10
-C4 9,10,
TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
K s
I 101 101 101 to! 101 101 1,01 to', t01,
-I I 101 to] lo] 101 [O1 [ol 101 [O1
- I to] I 101 101 1 01 [O] 101 101 101
f01 —1 101 1 l01 [ol 101 101 l01 [01
to] 101 -I to] I tot 101 101 [01 lot
-1 tot lot 101 to] 1 101 to] [o] (01
101 lol 101 to) to] -I 1 [o] lot [01
to] 101 [01 [01 [0] [0] - I 1 to] [0]
101 [oi [01 to] to] 10] [01 -1 1 to]
, 101 [01 [01 to] [o] [01 [01 [01 —1 I
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